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Abstract: - In this research, the novel equivalent circuit model of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer has been proposed. Besides the effect of the unwanted intrinsic elements, the effect of the finite open loop bandwidth, which was neglected in previous research, is also taken into account. By this reason, it is a complete model. The proposed model is constructed based upon the simple standard linear elements and can accurately simulate the characteristics of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer for various decades of frequency which cover the operating range of the on-chip monolithic transformer given by a few GHz up to 10 GHz. The percentage of deviations between each of the parameters obtained from the equivalent circuit model and a similar one obtained from the original active transformer were found to be very small, for example, the deviation between the Re[z11], Im[z11] and Re[z21] of the model and the topology II active transformer have been found to be lower than 0.007%, 0.2703% and 0.0139% respectively. The average computational times for the simulations are significantly reduced by using this model. Hence, the proposed model has been found to be a convenient tool for both manual and computer based analysis/design of various applications involving the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer. Furthermore, a simple procedure to minimize the effects of both major nonidealities is also discussed.
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1 Introduction
The on-chip monolithic transformer has been adopted in many analog/mixed signal applications nowadays, for example, Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA), mixers, and oscillators. These applications have been employed in many areas such as telecommunications, measurement and instrumentation. Originally, the passive onchip monolithic transformer was constructed based on a spiral inductor with no active elements included as proposed in many researches for example, [1]-[6]. However, the drawbacks of a spiral inductor such as the large chip area and lack of tuning capability, are inherited by the cited passive on-chip transformer. Later, the Distributed Active Transformer (DAT) which is constructed by using both passive and active elements, inductive metals and transistors, respectively, was proposed in many researches for example, [7]-[10]. However, to the knowledge of the author, there is no application of DAT other than power combining and impedance transformation.

Finally, an active on-chip monolithic transformer with no inductive metal include, has been proposed by F. Yuan [11]. This active transformer, CMOS gyrator-C active transformer [11], was constructed based upon the CMOS technology by using the active coupling of the gyrator-C based active inductors via the transconductors. According to [12], the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer has many far superior characteristics compared with the passive ones, for example, tunability of the coupling ratio, larger and tunable self and mutual inductances, higher and tunable quality factors, and a smaller chip area. This CMOS gyrator-C active transformer has been adopted in various analog/mixed signal applications such as quadrature oscillators [12], voltage controlled oscillators [13], current-mode phase-lock loops [14] and QPSK modulators [15] which are obviously employed in many areas in circuits and systems engineering. Hence, it has been found to be the most interesting on-chip monolithic transformer.

For convenience in the analysis and design of any analog/mixed signal application, a simple and precise model of any complicated element with significant intrinsic nonidealities such as a transconductor, an OP-AMP, or on-chip monolithic transformer, is necessary. By using the model, both...
manual and automated analysis/design effort can be significantly reduced while the acceptable analysis/design precision can be maintained. For example, by using the model proposed in [16] to simulate the behavior of the digital to analog converter, the computational time can be significantly reduced by a factor of 874 compared to that required for the simulation of the original digital to analog converter circuit where as the simulation error of below 1% can be achieved [16]. This computational time reduction is obviously an important issue in the analysis/design of analog/mixed signal applications nowadays which the transistor level simulation of the entire system is infeasible in the computational time aspect since the nanometer CMOS technology allows the integration of a tremendous number of transistors into a single system on chip [17]. Furthermore, the analysis and designing of any application by using the model can be performed in a much simpler fashion than those using the original transistor level circuit.

For the on-chip monolithic active transformer of our interest, its equivalent circuit models have been proposed in [11], [13] and. Obviously, the effects of both major nonidealities of the basis transconductor entitled unwanted intrinsic elements and finite open loop bandwidth must be taken into account for the model to be complete similarly to the models of the OTA-based inductors proposed in [18]. However the models proposed in [11] and [13] take only the effect of the unwanted intrinsic elements into account while the finite open loop bandwidth has been totally ignored. So, they are incomplete. Later, an improved model has been proposed in [19]. The effects of both nonidealities mentioned above have been taken into account. As such, it is a complete model. However, this model contains a super inductor which is a troublesome high order element as discussed in [18, 19] and will be seen later. So, this model is considered to be a complicate one which seriously requires modification.

Hence, the novel equivalent circuit model of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer is proposed in this research. The effects of both nonidealities have been taken into account. So, it is also a complete model. Furthermore, the proposed model has been found to be very convenient since it has been constructed based upon the ordinary R and L which can be classified as the simple standard linear elements along with the ideal linearly controlled voltage/current sources only. There is none of any complicate high order element included. The characteristics of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer can be accurately simulated by the proposed model for various decades of the operating frequency which cover the operating range of the on chip monolithic transformer given by a few GHz up to 10 GHz [20-22]. With the acceptable accuracies, the average computational times of the simulations using the proposed models are significantly reduced compared to those for the original active transformer circuits based simulations. Therefore, it has been found to be an efficient tool for both manual/automated analysis and design of various applications involving the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer. Furthermore, a simple procedure to minimize the effects of both major nonidealities has also been suggested in this study.

2 An Overview of CMOS Gyrator-C Active Transformer

In this section, an overview of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer will be discussed. The gyrator-C active transformer can be constructed by the active coupling of the gyrator-C active inductor via the transconductors. They can be classified into two topologies entitled topology I and topology II according to [11], which can be depicted in fig.1 and fig.2 respectively.

It should be mentioned here that \( g_{mi} \) where \( \{i\} = \{1, 2\} \) and \( g_{ij} \) where \( \{i\} = \{1, 2\} \) and \( \{j\} = \{1, 2\} \), denote the transconductances of the transconductors within the basis active inductors and those of the coupling transconductors, respectively.

According to [11-15], each transconductor within the active transformer has been simply realized by a single MOS transistor of either n or p-type. So, the resulting active transformer can be entitled CMOS gyrator-C active transformer. Both topologies of the resulting CMOS gyrator-C active transformers have been realized as proposed in [11] which can be depicted in fig. 3 where each basis transconductor has been simply realized by a single MOS transistor.

![Fig. 1 Topology I gyrator-C active transformer](image-url)
3 The Proposed Equivalent Circuit Model

The proposed equivalent circuit model will be presented in this section. The effects of both unwanted intrinsic elements and finite open loop bandwidth have been taken into account. Since a MOS transistor is adopted as the basis transconductor, the unwanted intrinsic elements are \( g_{ds} \) and \( C_{gd} \). This is because \( C_{gs} \) is ideally utilized as the capacitive part for the CMOS gyrator-C active inductors which serve as the primary and secondary windings of the active transformer. In this study, the finite open loop bandwidth means the finite transition frequency, \( f_T \) of the MOS transistor. At this point, it should be mentioned here that all transistors within the active transformer are assumed to be identical. This assumption, which has also been adopted in [19], is acceptable since the mismatch among the MOS transistors within the same monolithic IC has been found to be very small according to [23, 24]. Hence, \( f_T \) along with \( g_{ds} \), \( C_{gd} \) and \( C_{gs} \) of each basic MOS transistor are assumed to be identical.

Note also that the single pole model of the frequency dependent transconductance, \( g_m(s) \) [25] is employed in order to demonstrate the effect of \( f_T \). This single pole model which demonstrates the effect of the finite open loop bandwidth of the OTA and also adopted in [18] is adequate to demonstrate the effect of \( f_T \) since a MOS transistor is basically a transconductor like an OTA as also mentioned in [19]. Hence, \( g_m(s) \) can be defined in this research as follows

\[
g_m(s) = \frac{g_{m0}}{1 + s \tau}
\]  

where \( g_{m0} \) denotes the dc-transconductance of any basis MOS transistor. It should be mentioned here that \( \tau \) which denotes the time delay [25] can be given as a function of \( f_T \) by

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{2 \pi f_T}
\]

Even though \( f_T \), \( g_{ds} \), \( C_{gd} \) and \( C_{gs} \) have been assumed to be identical, this assumption is not applied to \( g_{m0} \). This is for the resulting model being capable to reflect the tuning capability of the active transformer which is the result of the independent tuning capability of \( g_{m0} \) of each basis MOS transistor. Hence, \( g_{m0} \) of the MOS transistors within the active based primary/secondary windings are denoted by \( g_{m01} \) and \( g_{m02} \) where as those of active coupling transistors are given by \( g_{m012} \) and \( g_{m021} \) respectively.

By taking both major nonidealities into account, both self and mutual impedances of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer are not purely inductive anymore. These impedances can be commonly given by

\[
Z_{ij}(s) = \alpha_{ij}s^2 + \beta_{ij}s + \gamma_{ij}
\]

where \( \{i\} = \{1, 2\} \) and \( \{j\} = \{1, 2\} \). In other words, the coefficients for both self impedances which are \( Z_{11}(s) \) and \( Z_{22}(s) \) can be denoted by \( \alpha_{11} \), \( \beta_{11} \) and \( \gamma_{11} \) for \( Z_{11}(s) \) along with \( \alpha_{22} \), \( \beta_{22} \) and \( \gamma_{22} \) for \( Z_{22}(s) \). On the other hand, the coefficients for both mutual impedances which are \( Z_{12}(s) \) and \( Z_{21}(s) \) can be denoted by \( \alpha_{12} \), \( \beta_{12} \) and \( \gamma_{12} \) for \( Z_{12}(s) \) along with
\[ \alpha_{21}, \beta_{21} \text{ and } \gamma_{21} \text{ for } Z_{21}(s). \] For the topology I active transformer, these coefficients can be given by

\[ \alpha_{11} = \frac{2g_{m02}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (4)

\[ \beta_{11} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd} + 4g_{d}s]r}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (5)

\[ \gamma_{11} = \frac{2g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (6)

\[ \alpha_{22} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (7)

\[ \beta_{22} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd} + 2g_{d}s]r}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (8)

\[ \gamma_{22} = \frac{g_{m01}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (9)

\[ \alpha_{12} = \frac{2g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (10)

\[ \beta_{12} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd} + 2g_{d}s]r}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (11)

\[ \gamma_{12} = \frac{2g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (12)

\[ \alpha_{21} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (13)

\[ \beta_{21} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd} + 2g_{d}s]r}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (14)

and

\[ \gamma_{21} = \frac{2g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (15)

On the other hand, for the active transformer of topology II, these coefficients can be given by

\[ \alpha_{11} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (16)

\[ \beta_{11} = \frac{g_{m02}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + 2g_{d}s]r + g_{m01}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (17)

\[ \gamma_{11} = \frac{g_{m01}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (18)

\[ \alpha_{22} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (19)

\[ \beta_{22} = \frac{g_{m02}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + 2g_{d}s]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (20)

\[ \gamma_{22} = \frac{g_{m01}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (21)

\[ \alpha_{12} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (22)

\[ \beta_{12} = \frac{g_{m02}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + 2g_{d}s]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (23)

\[ \gamma_{12} = \frac{g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (24)

\[ \alpha_{21} = \frac{2g_{m01}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (25)

\[ \beta_{21} = \frac{g_{m02}[(g_{d}C_{gs} + g_{m0}C_{gd})]r + 2g_{d}s]r + g_{m02}C_{gd}]}{g_{m01}(g_{m0}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01})} \] (26)

and

\[ \gamma_{21} = \frac{g_{m02}g_{d}^{2}}{g_{m02}(g_{m0}g_{m01} - g_{m01}g_{m02})} \] (27)

Based on the concept of using the ideal controlled sources to realize the mutual coupling of the transformer which is adopted in [21] and [26], the prototype model for both topologies of the active transformer can be depicted as in fig.4.

It can be seen from fig.4 that each \( Z_{ij}(s) \) can be realized as a series combination of the super inductor \( (L_{s}) \) of the size \( \alpha_{ij} \), the ordinary L of the size \( \beta_{ij} \) and the ordinary R of the size \( \gamma_{ij} \). For both topologies, the analytical expressions of the size of these elements for any \( Z_{ij}(s) \) can be found from (4)-(27). This \( L_{s} \) based equivalent circuit model has been proposed in [19]. However, as proposed in [18, 19], the constitutive relation of \( L_{s} \) \( (f_{L,i}(i,\phi)) \) can be given by

\[ f_{L,i}(i,\phi) : i = \frac{1}{L_{s}} \int_{0}^{L_{s}} \phi(\tau)d\tau \] (28)

where \( i \) and \( \phi \) denote the current and magnetic flux respectively. They are both physically meaningful variables. Since this constitutive relation is not a strictly linear algebraic function of \( i \) and \( \phi \) because it contains the integration, \( L_{s} \) cannot be
classified as a standard linear element. This is because the constitutive relations of any standard linear element must be a strictly linear algebraic function of their corresponding physically meaningful variables only [18, 19]. Hence, as also proposed in [18], there can be only three elements which can be classified as standard linear ones. These elements are the ordinary R, L and C respectively since their constitutive relations have been found to be strictly linear algebraic function of their corresponding physically meaningful variables as mentioned in [18].

Furthermore, the impedance function of $L_s$ is given by [18, 19]

$$Z(s) = s^2 L_s$$

(29)

From this impedance function, $L_s$ can be classified as a high order element since the order of $s$ is larger than 1 [18, 19]. As a high order element, $L_s$ is far complicated to R, L and C. It has been found to be an inferior building block for the modeling purposes compared to those standard linear elements as proposed in [18, 19]. Hence, this prototype $L_s$ based model requires much improvement in order to avoid the troublesome $L_s$ while maintaining the accuracy as stated in [19].

By the similar mathematical methodology to that used in [18], each $Z_{ij}(s)$ can be similarly approximated by

$$Z_{ij}(s) = L_{ij}s + R_{ij}$$

(30)

where

$$L_{ij} = \sqrt{\beta_{ij}^2 - 4\alpha_{ij}\gamma_{ij}}$$

(31)

and

$$R_{ij} = (2\alpha_{ij})^{-1}(4\alpha_{ij}\beta_{ij} - \beta_{ij}\sqrt{\beta_{ij}^2 - 4\alpha_{ij}\gamma_{ij}})$$

(32)

Hence, each $Z_{ij}(s)$ can be now realized as a series combination of the ordinary L of the size $L_{ij}$ and the ordinary R of the size $R_{ij}$. As mentioned earlier, both ordinary R and L are the standard linear element since their constitutive relations ($f_x(i,v)$ and $f_x(i,\phi)$) can be given respectively by

$$f_x(i,v) : v = iR$$

(33)

and

$$f_x(i,\phi) : \alpha = Li$$

(34)

Obviously, these constitutive relations are strictly linear functions of voltage ($v$), i and $\phi$ which are physically meaningful. Based upon this realization of $Z_{ij}(s)$ by the standard linear elements which are ordinary R and L in this study, the proposed standard linear element based equivalent circuit model for both topologies of CMOS-gyrator-C active transformer can be constructed as shown in fig.5.

By using (4)-(15) along with (31) and (32), the analytical expressions of the elements of the model for topology I active transformer can be given by

$$L_{11} = \frac{g_{m02}[g_{m01}C_{gd} + g_{ds}(C_{gs} - 4g_{ds}\tau)]}{g_{m01}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(35)

$$R_{11} = \frac{2g_{m02}[g_{m01}C_{gd} + g_{ds}(C_{gs} - 4g_{ds}\tau)]g_{ds}}{g_{m01}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(36)

$$L_{22} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{m02}C_{gd} + g_{ds}(C_{gs} + 4g_{ds}\tau)]g_{ds}}{g_{m01}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(37)

$$R_{22} = \frac{g_{m01}[g_{m02}C_{gd} + g_{ds}(C_{gs} + 4g_{ds}\tau)]g_{ds}}{g_{m02}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(38)

$$M_{12} = \frac{g_{m012}[g_{m01}C_{gd} + g_{ds}C_{gs}]}{g_{m02}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(39)

$$M_{21} = \frac{g_{m021}[g_{m01}C_{gd} + g_{ds}C_{gs}]}{g_{m01}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(40)

and

$$R_{21} = \frac{2g_{m021}[g_{m01}C_{gd} + g_{ds}C_{gs}]}{g_{m01}[g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m02}g_{m01}]g_{ds}}$$

(41)

On the other hand these expressions can be alternatively given for topology II by using (16)-(27), (31) and (32) as follows:
\[ L_{11} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m01 + g_m02)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]}{g_m01(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)g_{ds}} \] (43)

\[ R_{11} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m01 + g_m02)C_{pd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]g_{ds}}{g_m01(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)} \] (44)

\[ L_{22} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m01 + g_m02)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]}{g_m02(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)g_{ds}} \] (45)

\[ R_{22} = \frac{4g_m02[(g_m01 + g_m02)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]g_{ds}^2r}{(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)g_{ds}^2r} \] (46)

\[ M_{12} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m01 + g_m02)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]}{g_m01(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)g_{ds}} \] (47)

\[ R_{12} = \frac{g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)g_{ds}}{g_m01(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)} \] (48)

\[ M_{21} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m02 + g_m01)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]}{g_m02(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)g_{ds}} \] (49)

\[ R_{21} = \frac{g_m02[(g_m02 + g_m01)C_{gd} + g_d0(C_{gs} - 2g_d0r)]g_{ds}}{g_m02(g_m01g_m02 - g_m012g_m021)} \] (50)

and

\[ n = \frac{V_2}{V_1} \] (51)

where \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) denote the voltages at the primary and secondary terminal respectively.

4 The Model Verification

The accuracy verification of the proposed model will be performed in this section. In order to do so, the comparisons between the frequency responses of \( \text{Re}[Z_{11}(\omega)] \), \( \omega \text{Im}[Z_{11}(\omega)] \), \( \text{Re}[Z_{21}(\omega)] \), \( \omega \text{Im}[Z_{21}(\omega)] \) and voltage transfer ratio (n), obtained from the model and the original active transformer have been performed for both topologies. Mathematically, n can be defined as follows:

\[ \delta_n = \left| \frac{x_{\text{model}} - x_{\text{original}}}{x_{\text{original}}} \right| \times 100\% \] (52)

where \( x_{\text{model}} \) denotes any parameter of interest obtained from the model and \( x_{\text{original}} \) denotes the similar parameter of the original active transformer respectively. Hence, there are five deviations of interested for each topology which are \( \delta_{\text{Re}[Z_{11}(\omega)]} \), \( \delta_{\omega \text{Im}[Z_{11}(\omega)]} \), \( \delta_{\text{Re}[Z_{21}(\omega)]} \), \( \delta_{\omega \text{Im}[Z_{21}(\omega)]} \) or n, this percentage of deviation can be defined as follows:

So, it can be seen from (35)-(50) that the effect of the finite open loop bandwidth is captured by the proposed model due to the inclusion of \( r \) which is the function of \( f_T \). It can also be seen from these equations that the effect of unwanted intrinsic elements is also captured due to the inclusion of \( g_{ds} \) and \( C_{gd} \). Hence, the proposed standard linear element based equivalent circuit model has been found to be complete since the effects of both major nonidealities of the basis transistor have been included.
model keep accurately tracking their counterparts obtained from the original active transformer along the chosen frequency range. This can be quantitatively stated that $\delta_{\text{Re}[Z_{11}(\omega)]}$, $\delta_{\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{11}(\omega)]}$, $\delta_{\text{Re}[Z_{21}(\omega)]}$, $\delta_{\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{21}(\omega)]}$ and $\delta_n$ which given in Table 2, have been found to be very small. So, the proposed model has been verified in both qualitative and quantitative aspects to be highly accurate and applicable for the entire typical operating range of the on-chip transformer according to the chosen frequency range.

Furthermore, the average computational times obtained from 100 simulations for each topology have also been recorded as shown in Table 3. It can be seen that significant reductions between the average computational times obtained from the model based simulations and those from the original active transformers based simulations can be observed. In the quantitative aspect, the factor of computational time reduction can be mathematically given by

$$F_R = \frac{t_{\text{original}}}{t_{\text{model}}}$$

(53)

where $t_{\text{model}}$ denotes the average computational time obtained from the model based simulations and $t_{\text{original}}$ denotes obtained from the simulations of the original active transformer respectively.

According to the satisfied verification results the proposed model has been found to be a convenient tool for the analysis and design of various applications involving the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer. The model is applicable in various fields of analog/mixed signal circuits and system engineering.

Table 1. DC transconductances of the basis MOS transistor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Topology I</th>
<th>Topology II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$g_{m01}$</td>
<td>412.655 mS</td>
<td>412.655 mS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{m02}$</td>
<td>41.2655 mS</td>
<td>41.2655 mS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{m012}$</td>
<td>130.487 mS</td>
<td>13.0487 mS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{m021}$</td>
<td>130.487 mS</td>
<td>13.0487 mS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Discussion

The procedure to minimize the effects of both major nonidealities will be discussed in this section. In the ideal situation, the effects of these major nonidealities are not taken into account. So, both self and mutual impedances of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer are purely inductive. This means that $R_{11} = R_{22} = R_{12} = R_{21} = 0$ for both topologies. Furthermore, the magnitudes of deviation from the desired values of both self and mutual inductances are not existed for both topologies. Regardless to the topology, these magnitudes of deviation can be defined for self and mutual inductances respectively as follows

$$|\Delta L_{11}| = |L_{11} - L_{11d}|$$

(54)

$$|\Delta L_{22}| = |L_{22} - L_{22d}|$$

(55)

$$|\Delta M_{12}| = |M_{12} - M_{12d}|$$

(56)

$$|\Delta M_{21}| = |M_{21} - M_{21d}|$$

(57)
Fig. 4. The prototype equivalent circuit model of CMOS-gyrator-C active transformer.

Fig. 5. The proposed standard linear element based equivalent circuit model of CMOS-gyrator-C active transformer.
Fig. 6. The comparative frequency responses of $\text{Re}[Z_{11}]$ for topology 1: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 7. The comparative frequency responses of $\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{11}]$ for topology 1: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 8. The comparative frequency responses of $\text{Re}[Z_{21}]$ for topology 1: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).
Fig. 9. The comparative frequency responses of $\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{21}]$ for topology 1: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 10. The comparative frequency responses of $n$ for topology 1: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 11. The comparative frequency responses of $\text{Re}[Z_{11}]$ for topology 2: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).
Fig. 12. The comparative frequency responses of $\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{11}]$ for topology 2: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 13. The comparative frequency responses of $\text{Re}[Z_{21}]$ for topology 2: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).

Fig. 14. The comparative frequency responses of $\omega^{-1}\text{Im}[Z_{21}]$ for topology 2: The proposed model (◊) and the original active transformer (□).
where \( L_{11d}, L_{22d}, M_{12d} \) and \( M_{21d} \) denote the desired values of self and mutual inductances, on the other hand, \( L_{11}, L_{22}, M_{12} \) and \( M_{21} \) denote the practically deviated ones. So, it can be mathematically stated that \( |\Delta L_{11}| = |\Delta L_{22}| = |\Delta M_{12}| = |\Delta M_{21}| = 0 \) in the ideal situation.

However, this is not the case in practice since the effects of both major nonidealities are taken into account. Unlike the ideal situation, \( R_{11}, R_{22}, R_{12} \) and \( R_{21} \) are more than zero for both topologies with their analytical expressions as given earlier. Furthermore, the deviations from the desired values in both self and mutual inductances for both topologies are also more than zero. This can be stated mathematically for both topologies that

\[
|\Delta L_{11}| > 0, |\Delta L_{22}| > 0, |\Delta M_{12}| > 0 \text{ and } |\Delta M_{21}| > 0.
\]

In order to evaluate these magnitudes of deviation \( L_{11d}, L_{22d}, M_{12d} \) and \( M_{21d} \) must be firstly determined. For topology 1, they are given in this study according to those in [11] as follows

\[
L_{11d} = \frac{C_{uv}}{g_{so1}^2 D}
\]

(58)

\[
L_{22d} = \frac{C_{uv}}{g_{so2}^2 D}
\]

(59)

\[
M_{12d} = \frac{g_{so2} C_{uv}}{g_{so1} g_{so2}^2 D}
\]

(60)

\[
M_{21d} = \frac{g_{so1} C_{uv}}{g_{so2} g_{so1}^2 D}
\]

(61)

On the other hand, they can be given in this study for topology 2 according to those in [11] as follows

\[
L_{11d} = \frac{C_{uv}}{g_{so1}^2 D}
\]

(62)

\[
L_{22d} = \frac{C_{uv}}{g_{so2}^2 D}
\]

(63)

\[
M_{12d} = \frac{g_{so2} C_{uv}}{g_{so1} g_{so2}^2 D}
\]

(64)

\[
M_{21d} = \frac{g_{so1} C_{uv}}{g_{so2} g_{so1}^2 D}
\]

(65)

It should be mentioned here that, \( D \) can be similarly defined for both topologies according to [11] as follow

\[
D = 1 - \frac{g_{so12} g_{so12}^2}{g_{so1} g_{so2}}
\]

(66)

At this point, \( |\Delta L_{11}|, |\Delta L_{22}|, |\Delta M_{12}| \) and \( |\Delta M_{21}| \) for topology 1, can be derived by using (35)-(42), (54)-(57) and (58)-(61) as follows

\[
|\Delta L_{11}| = \frac{g_{so12} (g_{so1} C_{uv} - 4 g_{so1}^2 g_{so2}^2 \tau)}{g_{so1} (g_{so1} g_{so2} - g_{so12} g_{so2}) g_{so1} g_{so2}}
\]

(67)

\[
|\Delta L_{22}| = \frac{g_{so1} (g_{so1} C_{uv} + 4 g_{so1}^2 g_{so2}^2 \tau)}{g_{so1} (g_{so1} g_{so2} - g_{so12} g_{so2}) g_{so1} g_{so2}}
\]

(68)

\[
|\Delta M_{12}| = \frac{g_{so12} (g_{so1} C_{uv} + 4 g_{so1}^2 g_{so2}^2 \tau)}{g_{so12} (g_{so1} g_{so2} - g_{so12} g_{so2}) g_{so1} g_{so2}}
\]

(69)
\[ |\Delta M_2| = \frac{g_{m12}(g_{m01}C_{gd} - 4g_{m1}^2 \tau)}{g_{m11}(g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02})g_{di}} \quad (70) \]

where as those for topology 2 can be found by using (43)-(50), (54)-(57) and (62)-(65) as follows.

\[ |\Delta L_1| = \frac{g_{m12}(g_{m01} + g_{m02})C_{gd} - 2g_{m1}^2 \tau}{g_{m11}(g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02})g_{di}} \quad (71) \]

\[ |\Delta L_2| = \frac{g_{m12}(g_{m01} + g_{m02})C_{gd} - 2g_{m1}^2 \tau}{g_{m02}(g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02})g_{di}} \quad (72) \]

\[ |\Delta L_{12}| = \frac{g_{m12}(g_{m01} + g_{m02})C_{gd} - 2g_{m1}^2 \tau}{g_{m02}(g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02})g_{di}} \quad (73) \]

\[ |\Delta L_{21}| = \frac{g_{m12}(g_{m01} + g_{m02})C_{gd} - 2g_{m1}^2 \tau}{g_{m01}(g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02})g_{di}} \quad (74) \]

From these magnitudes of deviation, it can be concluded for both topologies that

\[ |\Delta L_1| \propto \frac{1}{g_{m01}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m02}} \quad (75) \]

\[ |\Delta L_2| \propto \frac{1}{g_{m11}g_{m02} - g_{m12}g_{m01}} \quad (76) \]

\[ |\Delta L_{12}| \propto \frac{1}{g_{m02}g_{m11} - g_{m12}g_{m02}} \quad (77) \]

\[ |\Delta L_{21}| \propto \frac{1}{g_{m02}g_{m11} - g_{m12}g_{m01}} \quad (78) \]

Furthermore, it can also be concluded for both topologies from the observation of (36), (38), (40), (42), (44), (46), (48) and (50) that

\[ R_{11} = \frac{1}{g_{m01}g_{m12} - g_{m10}g_{m01}} \quad (79) \]

\[ R_{22} = \frac{1}{g_{m10}g_{m12} - g_{m12}g_{m02}} \quad (80) \]

\[ R_{12} = \frac{1}{g_{m01}g_{m12} - g_{m10}g_{m12}} \quad (81) \]

\[ R_{21} = \frac{1}{g_{m01}g_{m12} - g_{m10}g_{m12}} \quad (82) \]

Obviously, these unwanted magnitudes of deviation and resistances which are the effects of both major nonidealities can be vastly reduced if

\[ g_{m01}g_{m12} >> g_{m10}g_{m01} \quad (83) \]

Hence, it has been found that the procedure to minimize the effects of both major nonidealities is to let \( g_{m01} \) and \( g_{m02} \) which are the dc transconductances of the transistors within the active based primary/secondary windings, be much larger than \( g_{m102} \) and \( g_{m012} \) which are the dc transconductances the active coupling transistors. This can be easily accomplished since these dc transconductances are electronically controllable.

6 Conclusion

In this research, the novel standard linear element based equivalent circuit model of the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer has been proposed. The proposed model has been found to be complete since the effects of both unwanted intrinsic elements and finite open loop bandwidth are included. The proposed model has been found to be very simple since it is composed only of the standard linear elements. It can simulate the characteristics of the target active transformer with high accuracy for various decades of frequency from 0.1 kHz up to 10 GHz which cover the typical operating range of the on chip monolithic transformer. Furthermore, the average computational times of the simulations can be significantly reduced by using the proposed models. Finally, the procedure to minimize the effects of both major nonidealities has been discussed.

Hence, the proposed model has been found to be a convenient tool for the analysis and design of various applications involving the CMOS gyrator-C active transformer as mentioned earlier.
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